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1/Alarm bells about Trump's open support of domestic
terrorism, political violence have to be ringing loudly now.
QAnon was on stage last night w/the President, and his
choice for DNI, Rep. Ratcliffe, openly voiced support for a
deep state conspiracy similar to QAnon last week.

Justin Hendrix
@justinhendrix

Last night at Donald Trump's rally in Cincinnati, QAnon 
supporters weren't just in the crowd- they were given the podium. 
This, on the same day a leaked FBI report named QAnon as a 
dangerous conspiracy theory that may promote domestic terror. 
My latest: justsecurity.org/65659/trumps-e…
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Trump's Encouraging QAnon May Result in Violence—Just as…
Newly revealed FBI memo warns about conspiracy theories' causal
connection to extremist violence
justsecurity.org

2/Lawyers for the Florida man behind one of the ambitious attempts to kill

prominent US politicians in American history told the court last week that he

believed Trump critics were “dangerous, unpatriotic, and evil.”
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Mail Bomb Suspect Radicalized By Fox News, Trump’s Tweets, Attorne…
“He believed liberals, under the direction of Democratic leaders, sought to harm
and kill him because of his support for Donald Trump.”

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/skbaer/cesar-sayoc-mail-bomb-suspect-fox-ne…

3/The Gilroy shooter was a white supremacist:

Instagram account connected to Gilroy shooter pushed staple of white…

An Instagram post connected to the 19-year-old who killed three people at a food
festival in Northern California points to literature that is part of an ecosystem of
white nationalist literature, acc…

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/instagram-account-connected-gilroy-shooter…

4/But it goes much deeper. The President has actually pardoned people who had

been CONVICTED and JAILED for domestic terrorism - sending a clear signal of

Presidential support for their actions. I cover this, other instances in this thread:

Simon Rosenberg
@SimonWDC

1/A thread on rising right wing extremist violence in America, and 
Trump's overt support of it.  First, this summer Trump pardoned 
two men who had been convicted and jailed under domestic 
terrorism laws.  upi.com/Trump-pardons-…
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Trump pardons Oregon ranchers who set fires on federal land
President Donald Trump has pardoned two ranchers convicted of
arson in a fight against the government that sparked the occupation
upi.com

5/As I argue in the previous thread, and as the @ThePlumLineGS writes below, issue

now isn't just the rise of right wing violence in America - it is clearly here - but

whether the President and his party are openly encouraging it as a political tactic.
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Greg Sargent
@ThePlumLineGS

Replying to @ThePlumLineGS

Trump's own intelligence officials are warning about white 
supremacist activity. 
 
But we need to ask a follow up question. 
 
To what degree are those officials concerned that *Trump's* 
displays are fueling the threat? 
 
Dems should demand an answer to 
that:washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/…
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